
Product Design: Objectives
1. To be able to identify logos used in packaging

2. To understand properties and characteristics of 

materials used.
Outcomes
Good if: You complete all worksheets given and join 
in with class discussions.

Better if: You show a positive questioning attitude.

Exceptional if: You help each other –
work as a team! Together We Achieve More! 



Hardwoods
Deciduous or broad-leafed trees.

Deciduous means they lose their leaves.

Slow growing 

Expensive

Types include; Ash, Beech, Oak, 
Balsa, Teak and Mahogany



Softwoods
Come from coniferous trees.

Coniferous  means they don’t lose 
their needles.

Have needles instead of leaves.

Grow faster than hardwoods so 
are cheaper

Types include; Pine, Spruce, 
Yellow Cedar, European Redwood



Manufactured Boards
Memory tip: Remember SLIM CHIMP!
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Properties & Characteristics of Acrylic

Acrylic

Brittle

Easy to work with

Flexible 
when 
hot

Transparent

Strong

Does not 
shatter

Waterproof

Durable



Research of logos

Recycling logo

Can the materials 
you have used be 
recycled?

Forest Stewardship 
Council

Can you define what 
sustainability means?



Research of logos

Age warning logo

The product is not 
suitable for 
children under the 
ages of 3 years old.

BSI Kitemark

This marks mean the product you 
have bought is safe, reliable and is 
made from quality materials. The 
product has gone through rigorous 
testing.



Food: Objectives

1.List the governments 8 healthy 
lifestyle tips

2.Explain the consequences of an 
unhealthy diet.

3.Describe the method used for 
making shortcrust pastry. 



Eight tips for healthy eating

The Department of Health has 
produced the following practical tips 
to help you make healthier choices. 
They are:

1)Base your meals on starchy foods

2)Eat lots of fruit and veg

3)Eat more fish

4)Cut down on saturated fat and sugar

5)Eat less salt

6)Get active and be a healthy weight

7)Don’t get thirsty

8)Don’t skip breakfast

Learning objectives

•To recognise the 8 tips for 
healthy eating.

•To understand the health 
benefits of the 8 tips for healthy 
eating.

•To identify ways of achieving 
the 8 tips for healthy eating.

8 tips for a healthy 
lifestyle and a
balanced diet







SHORTCRUST PASTRY



Textiles: Objectives

1. Pupils need to have a basic understanding of how to 

construct a pair of pyjama bottoms.

2. Pupils be able to identify what equipment is required 

to produce a pair of pyjama bottoms.

3. Pupils need to be able to design a pair of pyjama 

bottoms including a decoration.

4. Pupils need to be able to identify care symbols –

written and symbols.



Textiles (year 9)

Step by step 
method for 
making a 
pair of 
pyjama 
bottoms

You need to 
know this?
Revise it.



Pyjama progress Arrow -

Method of Make
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brthG3RPiP0

Select 
size

Cut 
front x 
2

Cut 
Back x 2

Pin front curve 
& Sew

Pin Back curve  
& Sew

Lay front on top of back, pin & 
sew outside seams

Pin crotch and 
sew

Make 
Casing

Insert 
elastic & 
hem

Make decoration - Suffolf Puff
Layered circles
Flower

Attach 
decoration

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

STEP 6.

STEP 7.



Equipment



Designing….What to include?

1. Label the design below?



Designing….What to include?

1. Label the design below?
casing Elastic inside 

casing

Ribbon 
decoration

Front of pyjamas

Back of 
pyjamas

2. What is the decoration on this product?
3. What other decorations could you have?



What is a care label and what do the following symbols mean?
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Learn what these symbols mean 
you will be asked about them in 
the exam.



21For printing



Art: Objectives
To show understanding of the techniques, media, artists 

and key vocabulary you have studied this year.

Outcomes
Good if:You can explain in writing what the following 
key art terms mean- Colour blending, Culture, 
Contemporary, Traditional, Pattern
Better if: You show good understanding of both  
traditional and contemporary Japanese artists.
Exceptional if: You can answer all of the questions 
using full sentences and correct SPAG.



Composition

Foreground

Vanishing Point

The placement of arrangement of visual 
elements/ the layout of a piece.

The part of a view/picture/piece that is 
closest to the observer.

The appearance of a point on the 
horizon at which parallel lines 
converge.



Name the artist…
Traditional or Contemporary?

Turner David 
Hockney

Deborah 
Phillips

Traditional Contemporary

Contemporary



Heaton Cooper   1903-1995

Perspective – what does this mean to 
you?

Use the dictionary to look it up…….



Lines

Look at the path on the top 
painting……..the edges of the 
path get narrower in the 
distance and will eventually 
meet together at the vanishing 
point.

The ploughed lines in this field 
are doing the same thing



Size

Things of the same 
size appear smaller 
as they get further 
away in the distance

Look at the 
telegraph poles in 
this painting and 
how they get smaller 
the further away 
from you they are



Overlapping shapes
Look at how the mountains overlap with one another ……this helps to give 
an illusion of distance



Detail and Texture
Look at the leaves on the top painting…..you can see 
them more individually, they have more detail and are 
more textured than those on the trees in the distance 
on the painting below. This is because they are in the 
foreground of the painting.


